


        
        
    



        



    
        

        

            

                Please Enable Javascript To View This Website


                
                    Nowadays almost all web pages contain JavaScript,
                    this is a scripting programming language that runs on your web browser.

                    This helps web pages function properly and if disabled for some reason,
                    the website may display incorrectly.

                    There are instructions on how you can do this via the link below.
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                Alternatively you can place your order on via our helpline - 01733 51 61 61

            

        

    



    






























 Download the Create and craft App TODAY - the easiest way to watch, shop & Craft!

View More






CREATE AND CRAFT TV - Arts and crafts channel home of all crafting essentials
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If you change these preferences, your basket will be emptied.
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Your Arts and Crafts specialists
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ALL YOUR FAVOURITE BRANDS IN ONE PLACE


Welcome to Create and Craft! We are dedicated to bringing you the latest and best products for crafts, hobbies, art supplies and more. Our brilliant team of presenters and fabulously talented guests will educate, entertain and inspire your passion to fuel your creativity.

Whether you are interested in papercraft, softcraft, mixed media or hobbies, you'll find so many ideas to use at home or for gifting to others.

With our 14-day money back guarantee and Trusted Service award from Feefo, you can be confident that at Create and Craft you'll find all you need to create your next masterpiece thanks to a wide variety of innovative, informative and creative ideas.



Let's get creative!
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Join our Club




Create and Craft Club is our exclusive membership that gives you great benefits including Discount on all products and exclusive member only benefits.

View More
Exclusions apply, please see Terms and Conditions for details.
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Exclusive Access Here
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Sorry, Internet explorer is not supported





This means that the website may not function properly. We recommend that you use Google Chrome instead.
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Sky 683 (24/7) | Freesat HD 813 (24/7) | Freeview 85 (7am - 10pm) | Virgin 748 (24/7)
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Watch and Shop on

You can tune in, sit back, and relax all around the world by watching your favourite craft show and be inspired with us on the following channels and platforms
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Create and Craft

	Sky HD 673 (24/7)
	Virgin 748 (24/7)
	Freesat HD 813 (24/7)
	Freeview 85 (7am - 10pm)


Craft Extra

	Sky 680 (24/7)





Help & Information

	Contact us
	Terms and Conditions
	Privacy Policy
	Cookie Policy
	Delivery and Returns
	Product Downloads
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About Create and Craft

	About us
	Careers
	Refer a Friend
	Getting Started
	How To Watch
	Site Map
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